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COPPER / POLYMER EVALUATION KIT
(INTERDIGITAL FINGER-TYPE CAPACITORS )
polymers to be used for the redistribution lay-

Test features for passivation characterization including:
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Ready-to-use samples with already de-
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Large solder pads for prober or wire
soldering connection

Test samples for evaluating thin film

Top: Top view of the test device.
Bottom: FIB cross-section of copper oxide
growing at the polymer-to-copper interface
after biased HAST



Delivered as a 200 mm wafer or single
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Polymer processing



bHAST or bHTS evaluation



Cross-section and FIB analysing

The evaluation kit is best suited for
the following applications:

Markus Woehrmann



Rapid polymer evaluation

Phone: +49 30 46403-617



Coating evaluation over Cu-features

markus.woehrmann@izm.fraunhofer.de



Cu-ion migration evaluation



Cu-oxide growing under stress



Interface failure under stress
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Build-up of copper

